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“A Connection Lamp” is the second totem object to be auctioned in the Cherevichkiotvichki 10th Anniversary
Auction.
This is a piece about memory. The Idea is a tribute to Victoria Andrejeva’s initial attempts of making furniture back
in 2013, dating back to the second year of of the brand’s existence.
Our memory transforms reality. Through the emotional filter of the passing years, stories change, feelings
mutate, and truths are distorted, chopped down and reassembled through the dinamic processes of our mind.
“A Connection Lamp” was pushed through this very process, carved by the hands of the Lithuanian wood artisan
who turned Victoria Andrejeva’s vivid memory and design into an organic, tangible shape. Using a rare, pinkhued wood typical of the region where Andrejeva was born, the visibly handmade piece is the memento of what
we do with what happens to us, mimicking the procedure or reinvention facts go through when we remember
them.
The body of the lamp is in solid wood and it is slowly cracking over the years, while the notes and poems from
Victoria’s diary are fading away. The breach on its surface becoming a vessel of connection, symbolically opening a conversation with Victoria. The Lamp Idea is a dynamic art piece with elements of a performance art. Its
gradual metamorphosis serving as a documentation of the connection pact and a seal between the artist and its
owner.
The warm, mellow light of this totem is a balm for the mind, as it embodies the possibility of a harmony between
what has happened and the mark it left inside of us, in an ode to the disruption between what is real and what we
make up in order to make sense.
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“A Connection Lamp” is a single piece with no replica ever to be reproduced.
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